Lost Children: No One Talks
About Toxic Family
BY ASHLEY CAPPELLETTY
No one talks about toxic family and the void and our sense of
self it creates.
No one talks about the silent pain of having to pick up the
pieces after a family member dies, drinks too much, overdoses,
or makes poor life decisions.
No one talks about the whole of pain, the downward spirals,
and the huge mess that good people suffer through in silent
embarrassment.
Absentee parents, toxic grandparents, and dysfunctional family
dynamics has left an entire generation searching for “family.”
Filling that void with gangs, fake friends, materialism,
drugs, alcohol, or some other way to fill the void of family.

Family is how we’re supposed to survive
and thrive. But no one talks about the
pain that is created when family fails
to help you thrive or provide any solid
foundation.
They have created an entire generation of “lost children.”
Children seeking family units where darkness thrives and feeds
on this need. And need for love is siphoned and manipulated.
Where you are training your soul to protect its family that
feeds on your soul and your life force. Where you are trauma
bonded into survival mode.

We need family to survive, but what we need more is our family
to be whole, working together, and to make a personal decision
to make good choices as well as stay intact in our lives.
Despite the immense pain and reasons why they feel unworthy,
don’t want to exist, or even lack any kind of family or friend
support.
A house built on the shifting sands of previous generations
ruins has brought me to my knees.
What do you do with a haunted house full of skeletons and
ghosts ruining your life?
It’s a house sinking with the sands of time while you are
slowly losing your mind.
I’m a fan of pouring gasoline and watching the remnants of the
house burned to the ground.
I will build a foundation in a better location.

I will choose to stay, make good choices
despite the aches in my heart and from
the ashes of the house that burned.
I will grow a garden.
I will have peace.
I will make a family built on love and a deep reverence for
life.
I will rebuild and make my life great again.
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For more self-study, The Urban Howl recommends Tears to
Triumph: The Spiritual Journey from Suffering to Enlightenment

.

Sip a little more:
We’re Soul Family & We’re Going To Be Okay
I’ll Never Abandon Myself {Like He Did Me} And
Never Again Wonder My Worth

#LOSTCHILDREN
HOWL WITH US
ON FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM, TWITTER & PINTEREST.
HELP SPREAD THE MAGIC:

